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Chapter 1: Introduction
Without learning we would be limited to a set of preprogrammed behaviours. While that may be acceptable for flies1 , it does not provide the basis for adaptive or intelligent behaviours familiar to humans.
Learning, then, is one of the crucial components of brain operation. Learning, however, takes time. Thus,
the key to adaptive behaviour is learning to systematically generalise; that is, have learned knowledge that
can be flexibly recombined to understand any world in front of you. This thesis attempts to make inroads
on two questions - how can brain networks learn, and what are the principles behind representations of
knowledge that allow generalisation.
With the industrialisation of science, the twentieth century bore fruit in the form of an increasingly detailed understanding of neurons, synapses, neurotransmitters, resting potentials, action potentials, networks and so on (1–4). Though we have gained a great level of detail about many of these
micro-processes - as well as high-level understandings of intelligence thanks to philosophy, experimental psychology, and behavioural and cognitive neuroscience (5–9) - a large gulf of understanding remains
between these levels of granularity.
This thesis focuses on spanning this gap by providing high-level computational frameworks that
translate to low-level processes. Any high-level brain framework must have successful behaviour at
its heart as that is the role of the brain. Analogously, neurons are central to low-level understanding
as the basis of brain function is believed to be the transfer of information between neurons, mediated
via weighted connections. Different weights lead to different functions. Thus, learning appropriate
configurations of weights is the fundamental problem facing brains. There are two facets to this learning
- the first is how, and the second is what. The how are the learning algorithms that determine updates to
these synaptic connections, and the what are the neural representations that reflect how the world works.
In this vein, this thesis examines 1) the algorithmic implementation of learning in biological neural
networks, and 2) a computational framework for the neural representations of task generalisation. Both
these research directions are bound together by Bayesian thinking, and both of these pieces of work
bridge the gap between high- and low- level understanding, as well as between brains and machines.

Artificial and brain networks
Learning is the process of updating one’s belief or understanding on the basis of new information. This
is a problem for machines and, more intimately, it is the problem faced by the neurons and connections
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that comprise our brains. Machine learners get to choose their learning algorithm. One algorithm in
particular, the back-propagation algorithm (backprop; (10; 11)), is proven to be highly effective.
Though ANNs are loosely based on brain networks, backprop is traditionally seen as incompatible
with learning in the brain. The main contribution of the first part of this thesis is to show that the backprop
is, in fact, implementable in locally connected networks of neurons such as those found in the brain.
We verify this equivalence on a standard machine learning benchmark, demonstrating equal performance for both algorithms. Finally, we propose alternative architectures implementing efficient learning
in biological neural networks.
After introducing this new network, we compare a variety of other models of biological backprop
and demonstrate that many models can be viewed under a common framework.

Neural representations for generalisation
Learning is not done all at once nor is it all for one moment; we learn continually, acquiring and deploying
new skills when needed. Learning, however, is slow, and so we learn so that we don’t have to learn; we
learn so that we can operate successfully in the wild when facing new and/or unknown data.
Applying old knowledge to new situations is known as generalisation. This ranges from classifying
novel dogs to complex tasks where entire environments may change. The hippocampal formation has
a pivotal role in generalisation, though little is known about the mechanism, or the role of its famous
neural representations (12; 13).
The main contribution of the second part of this thesis is threefold. 1) We formalise tasks for structure generalisation - how to transfer information from one task to a structurally similar task. This task
setup encompasses seemingly disparate spatial, non-spatial and classic relational memory tasks that all
rely on the hippocampal formation. This formalism, then, offers a unifying account of the hippocampal formation. 2) We provide both a computational framework to solve these tasks, and a particular
implementation of such ideas - the Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine (TEM). After learning, TEM exhibits
neural representations analogous to those found in the hippocampal formation. Thus, TEM provides a
mechanistic understanding of the hippocampal role in generalisation, while also offering explanations
to the myriad of known cell representations. 3) We verify a neural prediction of this model, showing a
previously unknown relationship between cells of hippocampus and entorhinal cortex.

Chapter 2: Bayes and the Brain
Chapter 2 introduces concepts fundamental to the overall research in this thesis. In particular, it introduces the reader to Bayes, sets the scene for algorithmic implementations of Bayes in the brain, and
discusses philosophical considerations for structuring representations. There are two particularly relevant sections in this chapter to this thesis:
The first discusses how a method of Bayesian inference, namely variational inference, can translate
the problem of inferring a posterior over latent causes to updating neurons in a biologically plausible
neural network. Traditionally, these predictive coding networks perform unsupervised learning, and have
been shown to match various representations in visual cortex. While the overall framework of predictive
coding is extremely attractive to neuroscientists, the achievements of predictive coding networks has
been limited and its relationship to the hugely successful deep learning is very much unknown.
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Figure 1: Artificial neural networks and backprop. A) Layers of neuron-like nodes are represented by
sets of stacked blue circles. Feedforward connections are indicated by green arrows. Backpropagating
error signals are shown as red triangles.
The second draws deep parallels between representation learning, and symmetry/invariant structure
discovery, as symmetries by their nature, generalise to many situations. We consider recent work (14) that
proposes different symmetries should be represented using separate neural populations. This work offers
a unique perspective on the machine learning concept of factorised (or disentangled) representations,
and is particularly relevant to Chapters 7-9, where we posit that representations of structure should be
separated from representations of content.

Part I

Algorithms for learning
Chapter 3: Learning in Artificial and Biological Neural Networks
Chapter 3 introduces concepts fundamental to the new research in this part of the thesis. In particular,
it focusses on ANNs, and the decades old debate as to whether their learning algorithm, backprop, is
implementable in the brain.
In the past few years, computer programs using deep learning have achieved impressive results in
complex cognitive tasks that were previously only in the reach of humans (15–17). Since these recent
deep learning applications use extended versions of classic artificial neural networks (ANNs; (10)), their
success has inspired studies comparing information processing in ANNs and the brain (18–21).
A key question that remains open is how the brain could implement the error back-propagation
algorithm used in ANNs. In a conventional ANN, each node receives a weighted sum of all the nodes
from the previous layer (Figure 1). The input layer, x1 , is first set to be the input pattern, s, and then a
prediction is made by propagating the activity through the layers according to the following
xl = Wl−1 f (xl−1 ) + bl
Where xl is a vector denoting neurons in layer l, Wl−1 is a matrix of synaptic weights from layer
l − 1 to layer l, and bl is a bias. An activation function f is applied to each neuron to allow for non-linear
computations.2
2
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Figure 2: Predictive coding network architecture. Arrows and lines ending with circles denote excitatory and inhibitory connections respectively. Connections without labels have weights fixed to 1.
During learning, the synaptic connections are modified to minimise a cost function quantifying the
discrepancy between the predicted and target patterns (t), e.g. E = 12 (t − xL )T (t − xL ). The weights
are modified in the direction of steepest decrease (or gradient) of the cost function
∆Wa = δ a+1 f (xa )T
With each error (δ a ) getting ’back-propagated’ from the error higher up
(
t − xa
if a = L

δa =
T
0
Wa δ a+1
f (xa ) if a < L
Although the algorithmic process described above appears simple enough, there are serious problems
with implementing it in biology. In this chapter we highlight three key issues; 1) Back-prop requires a
local error representation, 2) backprop requires symmetry of forwards and backwards weights, and 3)
ANNs have unrealistic models of neurons.

Chapter 4: Predictive coding networks implement back-propagation
Chapter 4 shows backprop is implementable in locally connected networks like the brain. In particular
it is uses a probabilistic approach to supervised learning, and demonstrates that simple approximate
Bayesian inference leads to dynamics that can be implemented in biologically plausible neural networks
known as predictive coding networks 3 . The dynamics are
x˙a = − εa + ΘTa εa+1



f 0 (xa+1 )

Where εa = xa − µa are ‘error’ neurons - neurons that compute the error of the x neurons compared
to what is predicted from the layer below (µl = Θl−1 f (xl−1 ) + bl ). In words, each neuron (xa ) gets
is updated according to its prediction error (εa ), and according to how well it predicts the layer above
( ΘTa εa+1
f 0 (xa+1 )). This network of neurons can easily be visualised in Figure 2.
After convergence of the network, weights are updated as
∆Θa = εa+1 f (xa )T
Importantly, however, when this network reaches dynamic equilibrium, then
3
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(
t − µ∗a

εa =
ΘTa εa+1

f0

x(a+1)



if a = L
if a < L

The errors appear to have back-propagated! These simple equations have exactly the same from
as backpropagation and ANNs from Chapter 3, though they are now taking place in locally connected
neurons using local learning rules.
The remaining parts of this chapter are devoted to showing the effectiveness of predictive coding
networks on a standard machine learning benchmark, as well as describing the conditions under which
predictive coding networks and back-propagation become identical.

Chapter 5: Integrating biological models of back-propagation
Chapter 5 reviews other recent models of back-propagation in the brain, summarising them in two categories - those that represent errors explicitly and those that represent errors temporally. It further
describes how many models can be viewed as performing inference and learning in an energy-based
framework. This work is published in Trends in Cognitive Sciences (23).

Σ3 = 1

Σ3 = 100

Figure 3: Predictive coding performance on complex tasks. Comparison of prediction accuracy (%)
for different models (indicated by colours - see key) on the MNIST dataset. Training errors are shown
with solid lines, and validation errors with dashed lines. The dotted grey line denotes 2% error. The
shaded regions in the fainter colour describe the standard error of the mean. The figure is shown on a
logarithmic plot.
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Part II

Representations for generalisation
Chapter 6: Generalisation, space and relational memory in the hippocampal formation
Chapter 6 formally introduces generalisation, then swiftly moves on to review the brain’s involvement
in generalisation - in particular the role and representations of the spatial neurons of the hippocampal
formation e.g. place and landmark cells (12; 24) in hippocampus and grid, band object-vector, boundary
cells (13; 25–27)) in entorhinal cortex.
This chapter then considers the other function that makes hippocampus so famous; relational memories (58). Relational memories bind together parts of experience, linking memories via their common
elements. Relational memories and space have been difficult to square together, with many neuroscientists considering them two very different things.

Chapter 7: The Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine for neuroscientists
Chapter 7 introduces the Tolman-Eichenbaum machine (TEM), a model that learns and generalises abstract relational knowledge in both spatial and non-spatial tasks. The framework of TEM unifies two
fields of neuroscience - spatial cognition and relational memory. Furthermore, TEM manages to predict
a wide variety of cellular representations.4
We account for the broad set of hippocampal properties by re-casting both spatial and relational
memory problems as examples of structural abstraction (46) and generalisation. Structural generalisation offers dramatic benefits for new learning and flexible inference, and is a key issue in artificial
intelligence. We suggest using “factorised” representations, where which different aspects of knowledge
are represented separately and can then be flexibly re-combined to represent novel experiences (47).
Factorising the relationships between experiences from the content of each experience could offer a
powerful mechanism for generalising this structural knowledge to new situations. Notably, exactly such
a factorisation exists between sensory and spatial representations in lateral (LEC) and medial (MEC)
entorhinal cortices respectively (48). Manns and Eichenbaum propose that novel conjunctions of these
two representations form the hippocampal representation for relational memory.
We demonstrate that this factorisation and conjunction approach is sufficient to build a relational
memory system (the Tolman-Eichenbaum machine; TEM) that generalises structural knowledge in space
and non-space. The model is a neural network that consisting only of two components 1) a recurrent
neural network g that learns and generalises the structure/rules across environments and 2) a Hebbian
memory network p that forms memories for understanding the current environment (particular sensory
configuration for each environment).
After formalising the TEM model, this chapter shows that TEM’s structural (g) representations resemble grid cells (Figure 4A, 4B for hexagonal and square environments respectively) and band cells
(Figure 4D) as recorded in rodent MEC (13; 18; 25; 49). As in the brain, we observe modules of grid
4
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Figure 4: TEM structural neurons g learn to be grid cells that generalise and TEM conjunctive
memory neurons p learn to be place cells that remap. We use 2D graphs as our environments and a
cell’s rate map is obtained by allowing the agent to explore the environment then calculating its average
firing rate at each point (graph node) in the environment. A-B) TEM learned structural representations
for random walks on 2D graphs. A) Hexagonal worlds. Left to right: environments 1, 2, autocorrelation,
real data (25; 65), top to bottom: different cells. TEM learns grid-like cells, of different frequencies
(top vs middle), and of different phases (middle vs bottom). B) Square worlds. Two TEM learned
structural cells - left/right; rate map/ autocorrelation. C) Raw unsmoothed rate maps. Left/right: bottom
two cells from A/ both cells from B. D) TEM also learn band-like cells. Importantly all TEM structural
representations A-D) generalise across environments. E) Learned memory representations resemble
place cells (left/right: environments 1/2; top 2 simulated, bottom 2 real cells) and have different field
sizes. These cells remap between environments, i.e. do not generalise.
cells at different spatial frequencies and, within module, we observe cells at different grid phases (Figure
4A).
In TEM, ‘hippocampal’ cells, p, learns sparse representations that resemble hippocampal place cells
(Figure 4E). These place-like fields span multiple sizes, mirroring the hierarchical composition of hippocampal place fields (51; 52). Importantly TEM’s ‘hippocampal’ cells, unlike their ‘medial entorhinal’
counterparts, do not generalise, but instead relocate apparently at random in different environments. This
phenomenon is commonly observed in rodent hippocampal cells and is termed global remapping (38;
53; 54).
After considering random trajectories in space, we then consider behaviour more like animal i.e.
spending time near boundaries and approaching objects. Here, because the transition statistics change,
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Figure 5: TEM learned representations reflect transition statistics. When the agent’s transition statistics mimic different behaviours, TEM learns new representations (left to right: different cells, top to
bottom: environments 1, 2, real data). A) When biased to move towards objects (white dots) TEM learns
structural cells with a vector relationship to the objects - object vector cells (26). These cells generalise
to all objects. B) TEM hippocampal cells reflect this behavioural transition change with similar cells,
though they do not generalise to all objects - landmark cells (24). C) When biased towards boundaries,
TEM learns border cell like representations (27).
so do the optimal representations for predicting future location. Now medial entorhinal representations,
g, in TEM include border cells (27) (Figure 5C) and cells that fire at the same distance and angle from
any object (object vector cells (26); Figure 5A) for the two cases respectively.
Similar cells exist in TEM’s hippocampal layer, p, with a crucial difference. Here, object sensitive
cells represent the vector to particular objects but do not generalise across objects (Figure 5B) - they
represent the conjunction between the structural representation and the sensory data. These cells are
reminiscent of ‘landmark’ cells that have been recorded in rodent hippocampus (24).
In the remainder of this chapter we consider neural representations in tasks that have both spatial
and non-spatial components. We consider a recent finding by Sun et al. (66). Rodents perform laps
of a circular track, but only receive reward every four laps. Now hippocampal cells develop a new
representation. Whilst some cells represent location on the track, (i.e. place cells; Figure 6A top), others
are also spatially selective, but fire only on one of the 4 laps (Figure 6A middle). A third set fire again at
a set spatial location, but vary their firing continuously as a function of lap number (Figure 6A bottom).
Hippocampal cells maintain a complex combined representation of space and lap number.
When TEM was trained on this task, it learned these same 3 representations in hippocampus (Figure
6B). Importantly, TEM allows us to reveal a candidate mechanism. TEM’s medial entorhinal cells have
reconfigured to code differently for each lap, understanding that the abstract task space is not a single lap
but four (Figure 6C bottom). These results suggest entorhinal cells can learn to represent tasks at multiple
levels of cognitive abstraction simultaneously, with hippocampal cells reflecting their conjunction with
sensory experience.
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every 4 laps. C) TEM medial entorhinal cells learn both spatially periodic cells (top), and cells that repLEC cell
resent the non-spatial task structure of ‘every 4 laps’ (bottom). The latter cells are yet experimentally
Lap 1
Lap 2
Lap 1
Lap 2
observed, but are predicted by TEM.
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Chapter 8 describes TEM
in more detail. Specifically a complete mathematical description of the model
HC cell
is provided, which we do not delve into further here.

LEC cell
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Lap 1
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ESR correlation
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Chapter 9: Neural predictions from TEM

Correlation
Square vs circle

Chapter 9 looks at a neural prediction of TEM. Contrary to popular belief, TEM proposes that structural
knowledge between grid and place cells is preserved, rather than random remapping of the place code.
This prediction is tested and verified in simultaneous recordings of place and grid cells in a remapping
experiment.
We tested data from two experiments in which both place and grid cells have been recorded whilst
rats (67) and mice (68) freely forage in multiple environments. We demonstrated that the activity of each
grid cell at the peak firing of each place cell peak (gridAtPlace) is correlated across environments in both
datasets (Figure 7.
These results demonstrate non-random place cell remapping in space, and support a key prediction of
our model: that hippocampal place cells, despite remapping across environments, retain their relationship
with the entorhinal grid, providing a substrate for structural inference.
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Environment 1

D

Place cell remapping

C

Environment 2

Grid cell realignment

Grid cell

Place cell

E

gridAtPlace in env 2 (a.u.)

B

Example real data

1
Data correlation = 0.32
Model correlation = 0.31

0

0

1

gridAtPlace in env 1 (a.u.)
gridAtPlace in env 2 (a.u.)

A

1
Data correlation = 0.27
Model correlation = 0.31

0

0

1

gridAtPlace in env 1 (a.u.)

= relationship between place and grid cell

Figure 7: Structural knowledge is preserved over apparently random hippocampal remapping. A)
TEM predicts place cells remap to locations consistent with a grid code, i.e. a place cell co-active with a
grid cell will be more likely to remap to locations where that grid cell is also active. B-C) Data from open
field remapping experiments with simultaneously recorded place and grid cells (67; 68). We compute the
grid cell firing rate at the location of place cell peak for every grid cell - place cell pair in each of the two
environments, and then correlate this measure across environments (left). We compare this correlation
coefficient to those computed equivalently but with randomly permuted place cell peaks (right). This is
done for two independent datasets B) (67) and C) (68). The true observed correlation coefficients lies
off the null distribution (p < 0.05), demonstrating place cell remapping is not random, but instead tied
to structural constraints of grid cells.

Chapter 10: Afterword
Building an understanding that spans from computation through cellular activity to behaviour is a central
goal of neuroscience. This thesis attempts to bridge these levels of understanding by translating high
level ideas underpinned with Bayesian reasoning into neural algorithms and representations. The first
part showed that framing supervised learning probabilistically allows for approximate inference to be
implemented in biological neural networks. Furthermore, learning in these networks is equivalent to
the famous back-propagation algorithm. This work demonstrated that algorithms as efficient as those in
machine learning could be implemented in the brain. The second part presented a framework for learning
and generalising abstract relational knowledge. This framework unifies spatial cognition with relational
memory in the hippocampal formation. A model implementation, TEM, learned to represent relational
knowledge using neural representations that mirror those found in the brain. Furthermore, a prediction
of TEM was verified in neural recordings.
We finish with a prospective outlook on future questions for learning algorithms and generalising
representations in the brain. These challenges present the neuroscience and machine learning community
with difficult, yet interesting times ahead. Solving them would offer deep insights into the nature of
intelligence, the human mind, and ultimately consciousness.
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